Background: Acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is a unique subtype of acute leukemia. APL is a curable disease; however, drug resistance, early mortality, disease relapse and treatment-related complications remain challenges in APL patient management. One issue underlying these challenges is that the molecular mechanisms of the disease are not sufficiently understood.
INTRODUCTION
Acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), classified as M3 in French-American-British (FAB) subtype classification system, is a bone marrow malignancy involving an excess of immature cells called promyelocytes. The cause of APL is a translocation between chromosomes 15 and 17, which consistently leads to breakage of the retinoic acid receptor-alpha (RARα) gene on chromosome 17 . APL has unique clinical features, different responses to chemotherapy agents and a different molecular biology than other acute myeloid leukemias (AML). The incidence of APL accounts for 5-8% of all AML patients. APL is a treatable disease and currently around 90% of newly diagnosed patients achieve complete remission. 1 In addition, trials and clinical efforts are continuing to improve treatment results. 2 There are few treatment options for APL, including all-transretinoic acid (ATRA), as a singleagent therapy or combined with arsenic trioxide and/or other conventional chemotherapy drugs. The main challenges in treatment of APL currently include early mortality and relapse, refractory after induction of therapy 3 and drug resistance to ATRA and Arsenic trioxide (ATO). 1 The genetic and molecular aspects of APL are investigated more often than other human cancers 4 but try to increase knowledge of APL at molecular level is a key challenge that could lead to more effective treatment options. One area of focus is common fusion of RARα, which occurs in more than 98% of 2 International Journal of Hematology Oncology and Stem Cell Research ijhoscr.tums.ac.ir patients, 5 but there are six alternative fusion genes with different chromosomal translocations, which have been observed in rare cases and often lead to resistance to the most common therapies.
6,7 Based on the research cited above, the molecular and genetic mechanisms involved in APL pathogenesis and drug responses remain largely unknown. Detailed genomic analyses of functional and signaling pathways using clinical samples harvested from patients with APL may help with predicting prognosis, selecting effective targeting drugs, understanding molecular disease etiology and designing sophisticated new therapeutic strategies. In recent years, biological studies have focused on holistic approaches such as using high-throughput and integrated multi-omics data and employing related tools such as graph theory and network analysis for biological investigations. 8, 9 The integration of multi-omics data is a promising approach, which could resolve complexities in human biological systems as expected in systems biology. 10 There are two main methods for integration of omics data. In horizontal integration, the same data type such as multiple microarray gene profiles are combined, while in vertical integration data from different types such as microarray gene profiles and protein-protein interaction (PPI) are integrated. In first approach, the power of study is increased, particularly if the sample in each study is small. This method in microarray field is known as a metaanalysis. The meta-analysis can facilitate more reliable and valid results while decreasing individual and study-specific biases.
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In this study, we performed a meta-analysis of available microarray gene profiles of human APL and normal samples and carried out functional analysis to create a list of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) as a biomarker signature for APL to determine functional features of this disease. Previous studies that used a reductionist approach have provided heterogenic results, whereas this study adopts a systematic and holistic approach. The results of this study may lead to novel pathways and/or drug targets in diagnosis and treatment of APL.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ramasamy et al. 12 developed a step by step approach for meta-analysis of microarray datasets. The outline of our study, according to this stepwise approach, is summarized in Table 1 in S2 Tables.
APL Microarray Datasets
The inclusion criteria comprised any human studies with at least two newly diagnosed APL patients and two corresponding normal human samples. Any surveys of cell lines, studies with patients who had other PML-RARA translocations, chromosomal aberrations except t (15;17) or treatments with any chemotherapy agents were excluded. For increased homogeneity of samples, only samples derived from bone marrow were selected because in accordance with the findings by Cheung et al. 13 myeloblasts derived from bone marrow or from peripheral blood are different.
Data Preprocessing and Quality Assessment
The Affymetrix datasets raw data were loaded using Affy Bioconductor R package 14 and probe expression levels were extracted after quantile normalization and log base 2 scale transformation by rma function. For Illumina datasets, expression levels were obtained by get GEO function of GEOquery Bioconductor R package 15 and quantile normalization and log 2 transformation were also performed. Quality assessment for each dataset was performed to increase comparability and statistical power. In this study, we used array Quality Metrics, 16 a Bioconductor R package. Because actual probe sequence information of chips was unavailable, it was not possible to ensure that the matched probes on the different platforms quantified the same mRNA transcript. 17 However, before cross-platform comparison, the probe sets must be mapped across various platforms to identify subsets of common genes. One probematching strategy is based on gene identifiers such as Unigene ID or Entrez Gene ID. Using Entrez Gene ID (previously Locus Link) may be a better approach compared Unigene ID because Entrez can map more genes between different platforms. 18 In this study, due to reasons mentioned, we used the Entrez Gene ID to match probes between different microarrays. 
Meta-analysis
There are several methods for meta-analysis that have been described and compared in comprehensive review papers. [19] [20] [21] The technique selection for a meta-analysis depends on the objectives of the study and types of responses. There are four main methods for combining microarray information including vote counting, combining ranks, combining p-values, and combining effect sizes. More details about these methods and their variants have been described in the cited reviews and in valuable guidelines developed by Ramasamy et al. 12 Most statistics used for deferentially expressed gene analysis have been derived from pure mathematics and without biological consideration or certainty among biologists. However, rank product, which is a nonparametric statistical test, is more closely associated with biological reasoning. In fact, the rank product has helped discover genes that are consistently highly ranked in a genetic list. 22 As Hong et al. 23 discussed, this statistic has some advantages over others such as having more biological reasoning, fewer assumptions, high tolerance with noisy data and high performance when the number of replicates are low. The most important and applicable advantage of ranking is an increase in the results of sensitivity and reliability, especially when the data are heterogeneous. The data in our study come from different platforms and different generations of the same platforms. The present study, therefore, uses the rank product statistic for its cross-platform, cross-generation meta-analysis.
Functional and Gene Set Analysis
Functional enrichment analysis is usually performed for the interpretation of genome-scale data via biologically relevant enriched labels in a gene list and comparisons to the corresponding distribution of other labels, using the rest of the genes as the background. 24 In this study, we performed several functional analyses for better interpretation of DEGs list, which was derived from meta-analysis. Gene ontology (GO) 25 is a commonly accepted and widely used method for functional studies, which organizes structured biological information for molecular function, biological processes and cellular components. The Reactome pathway database 26 is a manually curated and peer-reviewed human pathway and reactions resource. In this study, discovery of enriched functional-related gene groups (up-regulated and down-regulated genes) was performed using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) 24 tool, which is an integrated biological knowledge base and analytic tool. For gene set enrichment analysis, GSEA Preranked 27 was used. It identified statistically significant, a priori-defined sets of genes by enriched sets and found correlations with the user-supplied ranking gene list. All genes that were used in the metaanalysis were rated according to a rank product analysis and used to create a ranked gene list. The Java GSEA Desktop Application version 2.2.1 was used and the enrichment statistic parameter set to basic but other parameters remained at their default values. Enrichment analysis was performed and scores were calculated based on the all gene set databases version 5.0 (c2.all.v5.0.symbols.gmt [curated]). Gene sets were considered significantly enriched at FDR q-values<0.01. For identifying upstream regulators among significantly altered genes derived from meta-analysis, data were analyzed through use of QIAGEN's Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, QIAGEN, Redwood City, CA, USA). The default setting was used and z-score was used for inferring a significant activation state (z-score>2) or inhibition state (z-score<−2).
PPI Network Construction and Analysis
Proteins control all internal and external activities of a cell and interactions among these proteins, which were studied via PPI networks, playing important roles for biological interpretation. 28 
STRING
29 version 10 was used for the construction and analysis of the PPI network using up and downregulated genes obtained from the meta-analysis as input. Only interactions with experimental and knowledge evidences with high confidence scores (0.7) were selected. The constructed network was visualized and topologically analyzed using Cytoscape version 3. For more evaluation of deregulated genes, a network enrichment analysis (SNOW) 31 was done. The SNOW program extracts a sub-network from the interactome that was prepared from different public PPI repositories using a given set of genes. SNOW first maps all given genes onto the interactome and calculates a minimum connected network (MCN) defined as the shortest network that connects all interacting nodes within a given gene list. SNOW calculates several relevant network parameters and conducts corresponding tests to assess their significance for the interactome and topological parameters against a set of created MCNs by random proteins. The filtered scaffold interactome, proteins whose interactions were detected by at least two different experimental methods, was selected and allowed to add external intermediate nodes which are not present in our list. For revealing the related functional features of MCN members, we used EnrichNET, 32 a networkbased enrichment analysis tool, to calculate association scores between our MCN proteins and protein sets of Reactome database pathways.
RESULTS
After applying inclusion criteria, four datasets from 4 different studies were collected and analyzed. These datasets included 63 untreated and newly diagnosed APL patient samples, t (15;17) (q22;q12) without any additional cytogenetic abnormalities and 28 normal human controls. Detailed dataset information is shown in Table 1 . The quality assessment of all datasets was performed using array Quality Metrics Bioconductor package and described in the S1 Methods in detail. All APL or normal sample profiles that did not meet sufficient quality standards were marked as poor and removed from our final analysis. In total, 53 of 63 APL disease gene profiles and 18 of 28 normal samples were selected for analysis. The goal of the gene mapping step was to provide a probe or gene list that comprised all selected gene expression datasets. Because our datasets included different platforms, obtaining a common probe list was not possible due to differences in designs of platform probe sequences. Therefore, we created a list of common genes among the datasets according to their Entrez gene IDs. One-to-many and many-tomany gene mapping were done according to the methods described in the S1 Methods. As a result of this step, we had an Entrez gene ID list with 12710 rows, where Entrez gene IDs were mapped to official gene symbols using the Bioconductor annotation packages. Meta-analysis was performed on 4 datasets with 12710 genes that were available on all datasets. The product rank statistics was used for meta-analysis and the analytical results identified 647 upregulated genes and 465 down-regulated genes in APL patients compared to normal human controls. In order to increase robustness and reduce the number of deregulated genes, an additional leaveone-out analysis was performed as described in the S1 Methods. Top gene selection criteria consisted of FDR<0.01 and a fold change ratio ≥1.5. Finally, a gene signature of 247 up-regulated and 159 downregulated genes was selected after the leave-oneout analysis for future functional analyses. Tables 2  and 3 display the top 20 up and down-regulated  genes and the complete list displayed in Tables 2  and 3 in S2 Tables. As expected , a large number of genes were deregulated due to the systemic nature of APL. To further investigate the top deregulated genes, functional analyses including GO analysis, pathway analysis and pre-ranked gene set enrichment analysis were carried out. The results of the over-representation analysis performed using DAVID tools displayed in Table 4 in S2 Tables.  All 12710 genes involved in meta-analysis were ordered according to up or down-regulation. These genes were then used to create a pre-ranked, ordered gene list and a pre-ranked gene set enrichment analysis was performed by Broad GSEA Preranked using all pathways' gene sets. The GSEA analysis resulted in a large number of gene sets that Table 4 and full list are found in S3 File. The Ingenuity Upstream Regulator Analysis was performed and significantly activated and inhibited regulators identified. The activated or inhibited regulators are displayed in Table 5 and in Table 5 in S2 Tables.
To determine the biological network among selected up and down-regulated genes, all deregulated genes were mapped to the STRING PPI network by employing high confidence scores (0.7) on experiments and databases as active prediction methods (Figure 1 ). The mapped network contained 217 interactions among 146 proteins. All other proteins showed no interactions and were removed from the network. 32 a network-based protein set enrichment analysis tool. The Reactome pathways were selected for pathway-representing reference gene sets and used a modified STRING PPI network by Bossi and Lehner for PPI network, which solely included experimentally verified and direct physical interactions. Gene set network similarity ranking (gene set vs. pathways) was performed and pathways which had XD-scores greater than the significance threshold (1.03) are displayed in Table 6 in S2 Tables.
DISCUSSION
APL is one of a few diseases that have an effective drug for targeted therapy and it has been studied in more depth than other acute leukemia subtypes. In addition to its unique genetic profile, several biological and molecular features contribute to establishment of APL as a distinct unit within the acute myeloid leukemias. Some of these characteristics are relevant because of their impact on disease clinical presentation and use of targeted treatment but the roles of others in pathogenesis and responses to therapy are more controversial. Large clinical trials such as AML17 study 2 have continued to achieve higher survival rates, reduced side effects and prevention of early mortality and disease recurrence. Few studies have investigated APL using highthroughput data with human samples. Casorelli et al. 33 obtained eight denovo APL patient samples, eight secondary APL samples and compared them to eiaght normal CD34+ samples. According to their report, 1020 genes were differentially expressed. The authors focused on DNA repair genes and showed that inefficient base excision repair and recombinational repair have roles in APL molecular processes. The results of the present meta-analysis and Casorelli et al. showed 68 overlapping genes ( Figure 2 ). We performed a meta-analysis of high-throughput gene expression data of APL patients followed by a set of functional analyses. As was expected in DEG analysis, a vast number of deregulated genes were found to be involved in APL and extensive alterations in various processes of APL were also revealed. The PPI network analysis of altered genes confirmed that some genes play significant roles in this network ( Figure 1 ) and among them, JUN (jun proto-oncogene) gene has a hub role in the PPI network. Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK1 and MAPK9) regulators were activated with high scores according to the Upstream Regulator Analysis prediction program. In addition, pathway analysis showed that the activator protein-1 (AP-1) family of transcription factors was activated in our study. The AP-1 family belongs to the class of basic leucine zipper (bZIP) transcription factors, which are necessary for dimerization and DNA binding. It binds to promoters of its target genes in a sequence-specific manner and transactivates or suppresses them. The Jun (c-Jun, Jun-B and Jun-D) and Fos (c-Fos, FosB, Fra1 and Fra2) subfamilies are the major AP-1 proteins. The AP-1 proteins are involved in the regulation of a variety of cellular processes, including proliferation and survival, differentiation, growth, apoptosis, cell migration, and transformation. 34 The regulation of AP-1 activity is critical for cell fate and occurs at various levels including through dimer-composition, Frequently, increased AP-1 levels lead to enhanced transactivation of target gene expression. 35, 36 C-Jun is at the center stage of molecular network with mysterious functional properties and is the most broadly studied protein of AP-1 complex. Recent research has divulged multiple layers of a complex regulatory scheme in which c-Jun is able to crosstalk, amplify and integrate different signals for tissue development and disease. 37 Jun-B transcriptionally regulates the expression of cyclin A and was remarkably the first AP-1 protein found to do so. 38 Molecular mechanisms have elucidated the ability of Jun-B to function as a cell cycle inhibitor and tumor suppressor gene via down-regulation of cyclin D expression and up-regulation of p16INK4A expression as a tumor suppressor inhibiting CDK4 and CDK6 genes. 39, 40 CDK6 was enriched in PPI network in the present study. Moreover, research using a knock-in strategy and a transgenic complementation approach has verified that Jun-B is required for cell cycle re-entry after quiescence. 41 AP-1 activity can also be regulated by posttranslational modification including phosphorylation by MAPKs. The MAPK family includes extracellular signal regulated kinase (ERK), p38 MAPK and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK). The exact mechanisms of specific conditions and treatments on AP-1 activation and the relative roles of different MAPKs in these processes are diverse. 42 AP-1 is known to be involved in TNF-α receptor signaling pathway, allowing TNF-α to influence the expression of many genes. 43 TNF-α is also important for development and progression of a number of types of cancer. The up-regulation of TNF-α is involved in cell growth and proliferation via NF-κB-dependent or -independent pathways in tumors. Positive feedback between NF-κB and TNF-α promotes leukemia-initiating cell capabilities. 44 The p38 MAPK signaling pathway is also activated by cellular stimuli that exert negative regulatory effects on hematopoiesis. P38 MAPK appears to be activated by myelo suppressive cytokines such as TGF-β and TNF-α. 45, 46 Additionally, p38 MAPKs also perform posttranscriptional regulation of cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-1. Therefore, p38 MAPK signaling has been implicated in processes ranging from apoptosis to cell cycles, induction of expression of cytokine genes and differentiation. [47] [48] [49] [50] All forms of MAPK cascades have been found to take part in the regulation of AP-1. Recently, MAPK signaling has been demonstrated to play a key role in the maintenance of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) quiescence. 51 Examination of normal HSCs has shown that a significant fraction of stem cells were quiescent because they remained in the G0 phase of the cell cycle, whereas ROS-mediated activation of p38 resulted in abolition of quiescence in HSCs. The connection between oxidants and stem cell aging has been further supported by a study reporting that ROS-related oxidative stress abrogates the reconstructing capacity of HSCs, leading to defective self-renewal of HSCs. 52 Jang et al. showed that the ROS low HSC population has a higher self-renewal potential, whereas significant HSC exhaustion was observed in the ROS high population following serial transplantation, which agrees with our findings in APL. The p38 MAPK activity was higher in the ROS high compared to the ROS low population. 52 Alsayed et al. 53 reported that the p38 MAPK pathway plays a negative role in the induction of ATRA responses in APL and raises the possibility that combined use of ATRA with pharmacological inhibitors of p38 might be more effective than the use ATRA alone. Similarly, treatment of NB-4 acute promyelocytic leukemia cells with arsenic trioxide resulted in the activation of the p38 MAPK, which activated the protein kinase 2 pathway, whereas pharmacological inhibition of p38 further enhanced arsenic trioxide-induced apoptosis and growth inhibition of APL which have not been well specified. 54 Our findings were comparable to the results of Geh et al. 55 with regard to the MAPK cascade in APL. leads to receptor phosphorylation and activation of MAPK and PI3K/Akt signaling. 56 In our study, the GAB1 signalosome pathway was significantly enriched (Table 6 in S2 Tables). GAB1 is engaged to the activated EGFR indirectly through GRB2. GAB1 acts as an adaptor protein that enables formation of an active PIK3 via recruitment of PIK3 regulatory subunit, which leads to the activation of the AKT signaling. The activity of IGF-1R is closely controlled by its ligands. Ligand bioavailability is partly controlled by the family of secreted insulin-like growth factorbinding proteins (IGFBP1 to IGFBP6), 57 (IGFB-related protein 1, also known as insulin-like growth factorbinding protein-7 (IGFBP7). In our meta-analysis, IGFBP2 and IGFBP7 were significantly up-regulated. It has been shown that high expression levels of this protein are accompanied by the growth of several types of tumors. In parallel with our observations, Verhagen et al. 58 reported that IGFBP7 sensitizes AML cells to chemotherapy-induced cell death. Moreover, overexpression of IGFBP7, as well as addition of recombinant human IGFBP7, is able to reduce survival of AML cells by the induction of a G2 cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Importantly, in that study, 102 non-M3 AML patients with high IGFBP7 expression had better outcomes than patients with low IGFBP7 expression, indicating a positive role for IGFBP7 in the treatment and patient outcomes of AML. Taken together, this suggests that the combination of IGFBP7 and chemotherapy potentially overcomes conventional AML drug resistance and thus improves AML patient survival. The CD86 (B7.2) molecules are surface glycoproteins and members of the Ig super family that are expressed only on professional antigen presenting cells (APCs). They are important in the early interactions between APCs and T cells during the induction of immune response. It is well established that mCD86 is expressed by AML myeloblasts in a considerable proportion of patients with acute myeloid leukemia in which substantial number of patients have expressed CD86 molecules. 59, 60 In our pathway analysis, CD86 stayed on downstream of inhibited regulators; so, it is expected that CD86 downregulated in APL patients. Hamed et al. 61 reported that sCD86 levels are highest in FAB subtypes with highest AML blast levels, which results in poor prognosis. Those findings strongly suggest that sCD86 is derived from the malignant cells in those patients. Our meta-analysis clearly demonstrates downregulation of RNA binding protein RBM38, which is involved in neutrophil differentiation in APL. These results are supported by the results from a recent study by Wampfler et al. 62 where the expression of the RNA binding proteins RBM38 and DND1 were repressed in primary AML patients, and neutrophil differentiation was dependent on increased expression of both proteins.
CONCLUSION
This study used a meta-analytical approach to develop a gene signature for APL containing 406 genes that are up or down-regulated. According to pathway analysis, the MAPK pathway and its involved elements such as the JUN gene and AP-1 play important roles in APL pathogenesis. IGFBP7 was shown to be altered and could be a target in APL. The results of this meta-analysis could be useful for future studies that could lead to the development of more effective therapeutic strategies and new targets for diagnostic procedures and drug development.
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